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Sequential Reliability Tests
Mindert H. Eiting
University of Amsterdam

Sequential tests for a stepped-up reliability esti-
mator and coefficient alpha are developed. In a
series of monte carlo experiments, the efficiency of
the tests relative to each other and to fixed-sample
tests is established, as well as the robustness of the
alpha test. Both tests proved to be efficient, and
the alpha test proved to be reasonably robust to

deviations from normality and deviations from
equal item error variances. On average, 47% of the
sample size can be saved if a sequential test is ap-
plied instead of a fixed-sample test. Index terms:
monte carlo simulation, reliability hypothesis tests,
sampling theory for reliability estimators, sequential
probability ratio test.

Making an acceptable decision about a reliability estimator is an important psychometric problem.
Early contributions to this problem were made by Kristof (1963), Feldt (1965), and Lord and Novick
(1968, pp. 206-208); Feldt, Woodruff, and Salih (1987) provide a recent summary concerning coeffi-
cient alpha (Cronbach, 1951). The problem is generally approached by applying analytical methods
based on distributional assumptions. An alternative approach is the bootstrapping method (de Gruijter,
1988). In both methods, data are sampled in fixed quantities and decisions are made on the basis
of a fixed sample.
A method of sequential evaluation of the reliability of psychometric instruments is proposed here.

In this method, sample size is not fixed. Thus a test statistic is computed after each person is sam-
pled, and a decision is made in each stage of the sampling process. This method is an example of
the sequential probability ratio test (SPRT; Wald, 1947; Wetherill & Glazebrook, 1986) of a compos-
ite hypothesis in which both a hypothesis and an alternative are specified, as well as a Type I and
Type II error rate. Compared with other methods, a considerable reduction of the sample size can
be achieved by applying an SPRT. The reduction is due to the sample inspection procedure, which
makes it possible to reach early decisions for samples that are favorable to an hypothesis or its alter-
native (Hoel, 1966, p. 358).

The sequential method may be useful in several psychometric applications. If an existing instru-
ment has to be applied in a new population, it may be important to know whether the instrument
is sufficiently reliable in that population, rather than to estimate precisely the item characteristics.
An SPRT can detect this in small samples, especially if the actual reliability is low. This economy may
be important if the costs of testing are considerable or if the population itself is small.

The sequential tests applied below were devised for the evaluation of language ability tests for
preschool children from small ethnic minority groups in the Netherlands. It was estimated that the
application of a fixed-sample method would sometimes require testing the complete population. A
similar problem is encountered if a rating procedure has to be used with a limited set of products:
If the complete set is rated and rater agreement proves to be insufficient, an improved attempt with
the same raters requires a new set of products. This problem can be avoided if an early decision is
made on the basis of a small subset of products. Another attractive feature of a sequential test is
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that it can be inserted easily in any data entry program and indicate immediately whether a certain
quality criterion is satisfied.

If a stepped-up reliability estimator (Kristof, 1963) is derived from the product-moment correla-
tion between split-part scores of tests or between the ratings of two raters, and parallelism is assumed,
a sequential test for reliability reduces to a sequential test for the product-moment correlation coeffi-
cient. Such a sequential test is developed below. If essentially tau-equivalent items in a test or essen-
tially tau-equivalent raters are assumed, alpha is the reliability of the test or the ratings. A sequential
test for alpha is also derived here, which can easily be adapted to Raju’s (1977) coefficient beta.

It is worth noting that the stepped-up reliability can also be estimated with alpha or beta. There-
fore, a correlation-based test should be preferred to the alpha test only if the former proves to be
more efficient or robust than the latter. The following two sections compare sequential tests with
each other and with fixed-size tests using monte carlo data.

A Sequential Test for the Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient

The method of sequential testing concerns a distributional parameter 8 and a test of a hypothesis
8 = 8o against the alternative 0 = 81 (90 < 81), The likelihood ratio, Rn, is computed in the sample as

in which m is the number of examinees randomly sampled at a certain stage in the procedure, If&dquo;,
is the likelihood if the alternative is true, and P&dquo;, is the likelihood if the hypothesis is true. The deci-
sion rule is:

If F:n :5 f3/(1 - a), accept the hypothesis;
If P,n >: (1 - f3)/ ex, accept the alternative;
If neither alternative is true, continue sampling.

With this rule, in which a and Il are the nominal error rates, the sequential test will have approxi-
mately minimum strength (ex,f3) (Ghosh, 1967).

Several sequential tests for the product-moment correlation coefficient were proposed (Pradhan
& Sathe, 1975). A number of these tests compare unfavorably with their fixed-sample analogue (Pra-
dhan & Sathe, 1975, Table 1). The test of Pradhan and Sathe, for example, only uses the correlational
information contained in two paired observations each time, which leads to a great loss of efficiency.

The SPRTs used here are tests of a composite hypothesis concerning some parameter of interest
in the presence of nuisance parameters. An approach to this type of SPRT was advanced by Cox (1952;
see also Wetherill & Glazebrook, 1986, pp. 57-62, 66), who proved that under certain conditions,
the sampling distribution of a sequence of statistics obtained in the course of sequential sampling
can be factorized in a distribution, depending only on the parameter of interest and a distribution
that does not involve any of the original parameters. Cox’s theorem was later improved by Hall,
Wijsman, and Ghosh (1965) and fit in the general principle of invariance. Consider

in which z,, is Fisher’s transformation of the correlation coefficient rm, which is asymptotically nor-
mally distributed in random samples from a bivariate normal parent distribution, and
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and

Note that the expected value is often presented in the literature (e.g., Cox, 1952) in its asymptotic
form without the bias component for finite samples. Furthermore, the asymptotic variance may de-
pend on p, but not if the parent distribution is bivariate normal or of certain related types (Hawkins,
1989). This means that the robustness to deviations from normality may generally be questionable.

Although the z statistics of Equation 2 are dependent with an unknown likelihood, their likeli-
hood ratio becomes

Substituting the normal density for g and taking the logarithm of the ratio, the statistic tm obtained
is approximately

with Eo and Ei as the expected value of Equation 4 if either (p = po) or (p = p,) is true. The test
using this statistic (i.e., for m > 3) is termed the Fisher transform sequential test (FTST). Because
the statistic is a log-likelihood ratio, the hypothesis boundary Bo and the alternative boundary B, are

and

The decision rule for FTST is:

If tm < Bo, accept the hypothesis;
If tm 2: B¡, accept the alternative;
If neither alternative is true, continue sampling.

A Sequential Test for Cronbach’s Alpha
The FTST is a test for the reliability (Q on the assumption of two parallel parts. When the k items

of a test or k raters are assumed to be essentially tau-equivalent, alpha is the reliability of the linear
combination of the items or the ratings. Let ~ denote the population value, Çm denote the estimator,
and m denote the number of persons at any stage in an SPRT. Kristof (1963) and Feldt (1965) proved
that the statistic (1 - 0/(1 - Çm) is distributed as central F with v, = (rn - 1) and v, = (k - 1)
(m - 1), with the additional assumptions of (1) random sampling of both persons and items and (2)
independently and normally distributed residual errors with homogeneous variance. Note that the
requirement of equal error variances of the k items is more demanding than the requirement of essen-
tial tau-equivalence, which permits differing error variances.

Again applying the principle of invariance, the same type of factorization used in Equation 2 can
be considered. The statistic contains the parameter of interest (Q this time, although the central F
density does not. The statistic in Equation 3 does not contain the parameter (p) that appears in the
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expected value of the normal density. Ghosh (1967) proved that the principle of invariance applies
when a related statistic is a function of the sample data only and has a density related to the central
F density, yet contains the parameter of interest. Following the approach of Ghosh (1967, procedure
II for the randomized block design; see also Feldt, Woodruff, & Salih, 1987), the factorization is
applied to the statistic

where

in which 8g~j is the estimator of the variance of scores on the jth item after m persons were sampled,
and am is the variance estimator of the linear combination of the item scores. It does not matter
whether biased or unbiased estimators are employed.

The density function of zm (Ghosh, 1967, Equation 5) in the present notation is

Following Equations 2 through 6, the following likelihood ratio is derived:

Equations 12 and 13 yield:

Taking the logarithm and substituting Equation 10 for the statistic z~ in Equation 14, the log-likelihood
ratio for the sequential test is

The SPRT with the statistic of Equation 15 is termed the coefficient alpha sequential test (CAST) here
(for m, k > 1), with boundaries of Equations 8 and 9. In addition, Ghosh proved that this type of
test terminates with a probability of 1.0, and that it tests for C < Ço against § ;::: ç¡ with minimum
strength (cm,(3).

If a test is split into parts of differing length, essential tau equivalence generally does not apply
to the part scores. Alpha, which is computed from the part scores, will underestimate the reliability.
However, Raju’s (1977) beta corrects this bias if the original items are essentially tau equivalent. Because
CAST applies to alpha rather than the actual reliability, Raju’s correction should be applied to the
hypothesized and alternative parameter in Equation 15 as
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in which k is the number of test parts and hj is the number of items in part j relative to the total
number of items in the test. With the simple correction of Equation 16, CAST is also an SPRT for
Raju’s beta (aside from robustness considerations).

Sample Numbers

The average sample number (ASN) indicates the number of persons for which the statistic in an
SPRT is expected to remain between the boundaries so that sampling should be continued. For SPRTs
of simple hypotheses, this number is known analytically. For SPRTs of composite hypotheses, such
as the FTST and CAST, no exact expressions exist for the ASN and monte carlo studies may be needed.

SPRTS have a fixed-sample analogue with two choices instead of three. The fixed-sample analogue
of the FTST, which is the Fisher Transform Fixed Test (FTFT), may be constructed for the same hypothe-
sis and alternative and the same Type I and II error rates as the FTST. The fixed-sample number (FSN)
can then be obtained analytically. The fixed-sample analogue of the CAST is (Ghosh, 1967) the F
test of Kristof (1963) and Feldt (1965) (e.g., the coefficient alpha fixed test, CAFT). The FSN for this
test can also be obtained.

For some problems (po = 0), the FSN of tests for the product-moment correlation coefficient can
be found in Cohen (1988). The FSN for the FTFT can be obtained by standard methods for a normal-
ly distributed statistic under both the hypothesis and the alternative. The FSN for the FTFT in suffi-
ciently large samples is

in which a and b are the abscissas for the (1 - a) and (1 - 0) ordinates of the cumulative standard
normal distribution. The correlation coefficient of Equation 17 is related to reliability through the
Spearman-Brown equation p = ~/(2 - Q.

The FSN of the CAFT is more difficult to find. Let

(Ghosh, 1967, Equations 19 and 25 with symbols m and k interchanged). Then a is the abscissa for
the (I - a) ordinate of the cumulative central F distribution with v, = (FSN - 1) and v2 = (k - 1)
(FSN - 1), and b is the abscissa for the (I - 13) ordinate of the cumulative central F distribution with
v, = (k - 1)(FSN - 1) and v, = (FSN - 1). The value of FSN that satisfies Equation 18 may be found
by iterative numerical integration or by screening a detailed F table.

Most textbooks on mental testing indicate that a reliability of .8 or more is acceptable. Thus monte
carlo studies with population reliabilities of approximately .848 were performed. Hypothesized values
that implied large and small sample problems were selected at shorter and larger distances. Each
problem was repeated for four combinations of nominal error rates of .05 and .01.

Table 1 provides a summary of ASNs of the sequential test (PSST) of Pradhan and Sathe (1975;
see also Hoel, 1966, p. 361) and the FSNs of the FTFT and CAFT for all problems in the next sections.
The ASNs of the PSST exceed the FSNs of the alternative fixed tests for all problems. The sample
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Table 1

Sample Numbers for Varying Nominal Error Rates (a, (3), Number of Items,
~ = .848, and Combinations of ~, and ~, for PSST, FTFT, and CAFT

numbers of FTFT and CAFT are remarkably similar. Table 1 also demonstrates that an increment of
the number of items (especially from 2 to 15) corresponds with a considerable increment of efficiency.

Comparing the FTST and CAST for Two Items

Method

In the first monte carlo experiment, the FTST and CAST were compared with each other and with
their fixed analogues with respect to estimated error rates and sample numbers. The experiment con-
cerned two bivariate standard normally distributed variables (k = 2) with a correlation of .7361 and
a reliability of .848. Therefore, the marginal distributions had equal means and variances. Numbered
pairs were sampled randomly from the population using the KR algorithm of Kinderman and Ramage
(1976).’ Hypothesized and alternative parameters were selected as displayed in Table 1. If no deci-
sion could be made during a trial in favor of the hypothesis or the alternative, the sample size was
increased by 1. Error rates and sample numbers were recorded. Because the sample numbers have
a skewed distribution in sequential tests, the proportion of trials (PLF) in which the sample number
is less than the FSN is as useful as the ASN. This proportion was also recorded. All evaluations were
based on 2,000 independent trials per problem.
’All programs for the monte carlo experiments were written in Microsoft QuickBASIC operating with 32 bits precision. The
programs were run on a fast IBM-compatible PC under MS-DOS.
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Results

Table 2 shows that the FTST and the CAST have correct estimated error rates for bivariate standard

normally distributed variables. If either the hypothesis or its alternative was true, the ASN was ap-
proximately 51% of the FSN. Both tests were almost equally efficient for k = 2. The tests were ap-
proximately four times as efficient as the PssT (see Table 1). The efficiency increased with decreasing
nominal error rate. The ASN was approximately 46% of the FSN for the a = .01, (3 = .01 condi-
tions, and the sample number did not exceed the FSN in approximately 95% of the trials. The ASN
was approximately 56% of the FSN for the (.05,.05) conditions, and the sample number did not ex-
ceed the FSN in approximately 88% of the trials. It should be noted that the ASN was not the same
as the FSN for the (.05,.01) and (.01,.05) conditions. When the hypothesis was true, the (.01,.05) con-
dition was more efficient, whereas the reverse was true for the true alternative.

The results of Table 2 apply at a fixed population reliability of .848. For example, if Ço = .474,
§1 = .848, and a = .05 = ~3, and varying population values are selected, the operation characteris-
tic (oc) function (i.e., the probability of accepting the hypothesis), as well as the ASN and the PLF
functions of the test are obtained. This was done for the CAST in 2,000 trials for each of 13 selected
values. The estimated functions are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the oc was strictly decreasing
in ~, which implies that the CAST is a test for C - ~, against ~ > ~; with minimum strength (a,(3).
Outside the interval Co - ~&dquo; the ASN was the same or less than that reported in Table 2. Inside the
interval ~o - ç¡, the ASN was larger, and it exceeded the FSN slightly in the worst case. The PLF func-
tion demonstrated that even in the worst case, the probability that the sample number was less than
FSN was still approximately .6.

Robustness Experiments for the CAST

Method

Because the CAST proved to be almost as efficient as the FTST for the two-variable case, and the
robustness of the FTST to deviations from normality was already questionable, only continuing ex-
periments with the CAST were performed. Seeger and Gabrielsson (1968; see also Feldt, 1965; Feldt
et al., 1987) demonstrated that the F test is reasonably robust to deviations from normality in a vari-
ance analysis of dichotomous variables. It remained to be seen whether this was also true for the
sequential test when dichotomous items with unequal error variances were employed (i.e., essentially
tau-equivalent dichotomous items).

Study 1. The first analysis used 15 artificial dichotomous items (k = 15) that were essentially
tau-equivalent. The sampling procedure was as follows: Let the item scores, Xu (Xu = 0,1; i = 1, 2,
... , rrc; j = 1,2, ..., k) have the same covariance c with all other item scores, but possibly different
means, pj, and variances, p;q;. The items are then essentially tau-equivalent, and

The item means must be selected to satisfy Equation 19, and to avoid out-of-range probabilities:

For each case i, randomly sample a reference score, X;o, which is kept outside the dataset, thus satis-
fying P(X;o = 1) = 1/2. Then sample the k item scores according to:
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and

The set of item means in the experiment varied from .29 to .71 in increments of .03. For .848,
it follows that c = .06322046.

It should be noted that the linear combination of 15 item scores for this reliability will have a
rather extreme bimodal distribution (i.e., the instrument is highly discriminating). Because discrete
variables may have 0 variance in small samples, the decision rule for the CAST had to be liberalized
(i.e., sampling continued if alpha could not be not computed). All problems in the first experiment
are as shown in Table 1.

Study 2. In a second monte carlo analysis, the CAST was applied to real data. The source of ran-
domly sampled data (with replacement) consisted of dichotomous scores of 500 Dutch children ap-
proximately 9-1/2 and 11-1/2 years old on 30 semantic ability items. The item means ranged from
.036 to .932. The linear combination of item scores had a unimodal skewed distribution (mean 20.0,
mode 25, variance 29.9, skewness -.85; kurtosis -.03). Alpha was .848-that is, C = .848 in this popu-
lation. The reliability was also computed in a linear model, assuming only congeneric items (Fleish-
man & Benson, 1987) that were analyzed with the FABIN-2 method (Hagglund, 1982). The reliability
in this model was .850 with an adjusted goodness of fit of .97, which suggests that an assumption
of essential tau-equivalence might be reasonable. However, the sum of the item variances was 5.39,
which implies a covariance of .028 (see Equation 19). It follows from Equation 20 that items with
means of .036 and .932 cannot fit even under the assumption of essential tau-equivalence. All problems
in the second experiment are as shown in Table 1.

Results

Results of both studies are displayed in Table 3. The error rates for Study 1 demonstrate that CAST
was the correct test for the 15-item application; these rates were considerably smaller than the nomi-
nal values. The test retained its minimum strength (a,p) under the violated assumptions. The ASN
was generally approximately 53% of the FSN (see Table 1). In the (.01,.01) problems this result was
approximately 46%, and the sample number did not exceed the FSN in approximately 98% of the
trials. The ASN in the (.05,.05) problems was approximately 59% of the FSN, and the sample num-
ber did not exceed the FSN in approximately 89% of the trials. The same result was observed in Table
2. Therefore, the efficiency of the CAST was not greatly affected by violation of the assumptions.

The results for Study 2 in Table 3 demonstrate that the CAST was also a reasonably correct test
for the 30-item instrument with a skewed distribution. The Type II error rates tended to exceed the
nominal values, sometimes by approximately 1%. The efficiency figures were fairly similar to those
listed above. Lower relative efficiency was found for problems in which the fixed sample size was
already small. In general, the ASN was approximately 54% of the FSN.

Discussion

Both the FTST and CAST proved to be efficient reliability tests with minimum strength ((X,p)&horbar;the
CAST was also efficient when its assumptions were violated. The robustness of the FTST was not evalu-
ated ; it may be inferred from analytical considerations (Hawkins, 1989) that its robustness to
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violated distributional assumptions was questionable. The present results demonstrated, however, that
the CAST was almost as efficient as the FTST in the bivariate normal case. Furthermore, the CAST
does not require the construction of split-halves (for k > 2), whereas the stepped-up reliability from
split-halves (for k = 2) can also be estimated with alpha. The simulation experiments suggest that
deviations from normality (i.e., dichotomous items) and from equal item error variances (i.e., tau-
equivalent items) do not reduce the strength of the CAST. In addition, slight violations of essential
tau-equivalence in the empirical example did not notably affect its strength. A similar result for its
fixed analogue was obtained by Feldt (1965).

It may be asked, however, what will happen if essential tau-equivalence is severely violated, result-
ing in an instrument with congeneric items only or even a multifactor structure. It is well known

(e.g., Lord & Novick, 1968; Raju, 1977) that alpha underestimates the actual reliability to a degree
that is generally unknown in such a case, except when Raju’s beta applies. Significant limits for robust-
ness research are in fact provided by the model for alpha, because statistical properties of an almost
useless reliability estimator are not very interesting. However, the appropriateness of alpha is often
not known in advance. It may be advisable to compute both alpha and a factor-analytic estimate
(Fleishman & Benson, 1987) with an economical method (Hagglund, 1982) as soon as the sequential
test terminates. If the two estimates are far apart, the result of the sequential test is in doubt.

In general, 47070 of the sample size can be saved by the application of CAST; this percentage may
be even higher if the actual reliability is lower than the hypothesized value or higher than the alterna-
tive value (see Figure 1). Conversely, the sample number will increase if the actual reliability is be-
tween the hypothesized and alternative values. As this research has demonstrated, there is still a 5%
to 15 07o risk that the sample number will exceed the FSN if the hypothesis or alternative is true. Ghosh
(1967; see also Wetherill & Glazebrook, 1986, p. 24) gives some directions for a stopping rule that
affects the error rates very little. This rule amounts to stopping the sequential test if m > m’, and
performing a fixed-sample test in the sample at the point of termination, where m’ is the 1% point
of the sample size distribution. Although m’ will exceed the FSN, it is seldom twice that number. As
a rule of thumb, m’ may be approximately 1.5 times the FSN. A suitable choice of hypothesis and
alternative that minimizes the risk that the actual value falls between them is more important.
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